
 
 
Is your final year dissertation an ethnography?  

 

If so you might be interested in entering it for the David Brooks memorial prize.  

 

David Brooks died on April 29th, 1994.  He lectured in the Department of Anthropology at the  

University of Durham between 1968 and 1989 and during this time he was greatly admired and 

revered by many undergraduates, post-graduates and staff for his dynamic and highly engaging 

approach to social anthropology (to get a flavour of his work visit 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/anthropology/undergraduatestudy/david_brooks_prize/ .) 

 

Following his death it was suggested by David's friends, relatives, colleagues and  students that a 

fund be established in recognition of his highly distinctive contribution to teaching and research 

in social anthropology.   The objective of such a fund would be to encourage, by way of an annual 

prize, originality in undergraduate ethnographic research and writing for third year students.   

Many people who knew David contributed generously to the creation of the fund which enables 

the prize to be given annually.   

 

To be eligible to apply you need to be an honours or joint honours student in Anthropology at 

Durham and to have completed a dissertation which is, in broad terms, an ethnography - an 

account of people and their worlds elicited by means of a direct engagement with those people .  

 

The prize is £100 in book tokens which will be awarded for the dissertation which contains the 

most original ethnographic research.  The criteria upon which originality will be assessed relate to 

the following aspects of the research:  

 

* originality of design - including topic and scope of research.  

* originality of implementation - including conduct and commitment in field research  

* originality of interpretation - including analysis and theoretical insight 

*originality of presentation - including  quality of writing and styles of presentation (eg use of 

different media) 

 

Originality is assessed by a panel of 4 judges who will consider the submissions according the 

three pieces of evidence [in order of importance]: 

 

 The dissertation itself  

 A covering letter which explains why and how you think your dissertation fits the criteria 

of the competition  

 The earned mark according to the Exam Board. 

 

If you wish to enter for the award you will need to submitted an electronic copy of your thesis  to  

rosie.legg@durham.ac.uk no later than 11
th
  May .  (label  the email,  David Brooks Prize 

submission 2018) 

 

The successful applicant will be informed by letter of the Committee's decision prior to the 

degree ceremony each year.  The verdict of the Committee is final.  Exceptionally, the committee 

may choose to award the prize to more than one recipient in a year.  

 

Prof. Bob Simpson,    Chairman, DBMF 
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